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Those entries marked in **bold** represent work that offers unique or critical information.

**Books and Articles**


“Changing” Sexual Orientation

The following works may also interest readers as they deal with the lack of scientific evidence that homosexual people can “change” their sexual orientation.


Useful Websites


Resources for GLBT people. www.gaychristian.net.


Films and Documentaries


This documentary interviews men whose contempt for homosexuals led them to murder, often finding that they had “biblical sanction” for their actions.


This movie explores the impact that the way American fundamentalist Christian view gay people has on family life.


Award winning documentary focusing on the contemporary religious Right Wing proliferation of curative therapies for homosexuality, this film offers historical context as well as a political analysis of this frighteningly large movement.


A documentary about a man who attempted to change his sexual orientation because he believed God wanted him to do so.


The frightening stories of men and women living with the homophobia that pervades many third-world nations.


A frank look at how the policies of the American government towards gay people impact their daily lives.